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INTRODUCTION

At the department of Heat and Power Engineering at Lund Institute of Technology in 

Sweden a new calibration rig for gas flow is constructed. The rig will 

serve the development and investigations of new gas flow meter 

technology where absolute control of gas flow and calibration is essential.

In the future the rig can be used for calibration of small dimension low 

pressure consumer gas flow meters.

The main use for the calibration rig is to serve development of new flow meter 

technology. Thus the rig has to fullfill special design requirements 

concerning flow stability, generating of pulsating flow, and measureable 

flow range.    

In general there are several possible designs of calibration rigs for gas flow meters. 

The most commonly used reference device is the critical nozzel and the 

bell prover a reviewe of such systems is found in [1].  Other more 

specilised design are for example the gyroscopic weighing system at 

Karsto,, Norway [2], and the NIST-Boulder nitrogen flow facility [3]. 

To be able to fullfill the above mentioned special requirement of flow stability etc. a 

design which can be described as an active bell prover or a piston prover 

was adopted. In the following the design will be describe. Further 

accuracy estimates together with tracebility will be given. Finaly some 

first experiencies with the system will be presented. 

DESIGN CRITERIAS

The main purpose of the rig is to facilitate development of new gas flow meter 

technology. For this technology development the rig should be feasable 



for both absolute calibration as well as for both static and dynamic 

installation effect determination. Apart from specifications on accuracy, 

repetability, flow stability, etc. specifications for both static and dynamic 

installation effects was stated. Thus the following design criterias has 

been decide on:

* Absolute accuracy < ± 0.4%

* Repeatability < ± 0.1%

* Reynolds number range: 0 - 120.000

* Gas velocity range: 0-20 m/s

* Gas velocity stability:  ± 0.001m/s

* Use both air and natural gas

* Pressure: 0 - 0.5 bar 

* Pipe diameters 10 - 50 mm

* Possibilities to generate pulsating flow

* Fully automatic operation

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The basic principle of operation can be described with the aid of figure 1. 
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To get as high absolute accuracy as possible correction has to made. The corrections 



we apply are:

* Pressure changes above tub/scale 

* Temperature and pressure differences of gas reminiscent in pipe between 
tub and flow meter under test 

* Amount of air displaced above the gas filed tub 

* Pressure and temperature correction for conversion to volume flow.

 Here the pressure is measured to an accuracy of 50 Pa, the temperature to an 

accuracy of 0.02 oC and the volume of displaced air above the tube is determine to an 

accuracy of 10-9m3. 
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We  use a rig design where the gas is sucked into or pressed out of a big tub. The 

general rig design is shown in fig 1. The rig operation is sketched in 



figure 2. At the beginning of a test run the tub mass is measured by a 

scale. Then the inner volume of the tub is increased by lifting the inner 

tub. Thus gas is sucked through the flow meter under test into the tub. 

When the gas has been sucked into the tub the lift is disconnected and the 

mass of the tub with gas is measured. These two mass readings together 

with a measurement of the time to lift the inner tub give a measure of the 

gas mass flow through the flow meter. By measuring the temperature and 

the pressure at the flow meter a comparison of the flow meter reading can 

be made to the measured mass flow. 

The operation of the tub can of course be reversed which gives a very interesting way 

of determine the stability of the rig and the repeatability of the flow meter 

under test.

ERROR ESTIMATIONS

General equation

The overall mass flow error estimate for the rig can be written as:

§ 

Here dm/m is the scale accuracy and dt/t is the time measurement accuracy and 

dC/C is the accuracy of the correction applied. 
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The scale accuracy is  better than 0.05% of the gas weight. The time measurement 

is possible to give a very high accuracy (10-7) if the start and stop time can be 

determined in an accurate way. The start and stop determination can introduce a 

systematic error that can be corrected for after round robin test with other laboratories.

The correction error is in the range of 0.05%. This adds to a total estimated error for 



the rig of less than  0.1% of the mass flow after adjustment for start and stop error. 

This error estimate is clearly within the specifications of the rig.  

FIRST IMPRESSION OF USE

The rig has recently been taken into operation and a lot of calibration and adjustments

are undertaken. For the moment operation is done with air but during the 

fall 93 natural gas operation will be possible. The computer interface to 

the rig gives rich possibilities of different operation schemes.

The flow meter section of the rig does provide more than 100D of pipe in front of 

the meter and plenty of space for the introduction of flow disturbances like elbows, 

etc.         
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